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VESPA (Virtual European Solar & Planetary Access)
1) An ac,vity in the Europlanet 2020 program (2015-19)
2 Work Packages, 18 beneﬁciaries
~ 25% of overall Europlanet acEvity
Supports Planetary Science, solar physics, planetary plasmas
Deals with worldwide data services, data access, tools, on-line codes
(of interest for French people only)
2) A portal of Solar System data in Obs. Paris / PADC
An INSU cer+ﬁed service (ANO5, June 2017)
Portal/query interface, data access standards, local data services
Relies on Regional Exper+se Center (PADC)

VESPA: overall & data services
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+ LMSU
(Russia)
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Such a system has been designed already:
=> Infrastructure adapted from the Astronomy Virtual Observatory

A set of standards to describe data contents, iden+fy them in sparse
archives, and retrieve them
+ tools able to plot, analyze, exchange, and combine the data
• An easy way to search in Planetary Science databases based on physical /
observa,onal parameters
• A consistent way to search many databases at once
• A straighTorward interface to access VO tools for Planetary Science
=> Access to many data for researchers
=> Major exposi,on for data providers

A Virtual Observatory in Planetary Science

EPN-TAP

Europlanet FP7 design (IDIS ac+vity):
built on astronomical VO developments
+ other European programs: IMPEx, HELIO, VAMDC…
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VESPA data access

- Global search interface for Planetary Science services
- Supports EPN-TAP + PDAP
http://vespa.obspm.fr

To plot /
analysis tools

Data services connected via EPN-TAP

Currently:
37 interoperable data services connected, from 13 insEtutes (~ 20 in dev)
Encompass many aspects of Solar System studies:
- surfaces
- atmospheres
- magnetosphere
- small bodies / satellites / rings
- exoplanets
- solid spectroscopy (experimental references)
- solar physics and planetary plasmas
Several high-quality amateur services preselected (PVOL, RadioJove…)
Focus on derived products (rather than archives)

Data services connected via EPN-TAP / ﬁeld
Atmospheres
PDS3 dataset *
- Titan proﬁles - CIRS (Cassini, LESIA)
- Venus spectroscopy - VIRTIS (VEx, LESIA) in the PSA
* - Mars Climate Database (modeling, LMD-LESIA)
* - Venus proﬁles - SPICAV/SOIR (VEx, IASB-BIRA)
*
* - Mars proﬁles - SPICAM (MEx, LATMOS)
*
- All MEx derived atmospheric products (via MEx IDS)
- EuroVenus derived products (via C. Wilson)
Small bodies
- M4ast (ground based spectroscopy, IMCCE)
- 1P/Halley spectroscopy - (IKS / Vega-1, LESIA)
- BaseCom - (Nançay obs, LESIA)
* - TNOs are cool - (Herchel & Spitzer + compila,on,
LESIA & LAM & U,nam)
- Cometary lines catalogue (IAPS)
- Vesta & Ceres spectroscopy - VIR/DAWN (IAPS)
* DynAstVO: NEO reﬁned parameters (IMCCE)
* MPCorb: Small bodies orbital cat (MPC/Heidelberg)
- Rose"a ground-based support (via C. Snodgrass)
* - 67P illumina,on conﬁg (IRAP)
Surfaces
* - CRISM WMS service (Jacobs U)
* - Mars craters (Jacobs U, + update by GEOPS)
* - USGS planetary maps (Jacobs U)
- HRSC data (MEx, Frei Univ)
- OMEGA data (MEx, IAS, via SItools2)
- MarsSI GIS (Lyon)
Solid spectroscopy
- SSHADE: ices & minerals (IPAG & network)
- Minerals emission db (DLR)
* - PDS spectral library (LESIA)
* - Berlin reﬂectance Spectral Lib (DLR)

*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*

Open
Open in test
In development
Being studied

Magnetospheres / radio
- APIS (HST, LESIA)
* New in 2016-17
- NDA (Jupiter radio Nançay, LESIA)
- AMDA (CDPP / IRAP)
- MAG data (VEx, IWF Graz)
- MASER & Juno support (LESIA)
- RadioJove (LESIA & US amateur network)
- IItate HF data of Jupiter (Tohoku Univ, Jap)
- UTR-2 Juno ground support (Kharkiv, Ukr.)
- MDISC (modeling, UCL)
- Generic wave polar. & propag. (modeling, IAP Prague)
- Interface with IMPEx models (IWF Graz)
JAXA mission
- Hisaki (Tohoku Univ., Jap)
- Transplanets (CDPP / IRAP)
Exoplanets
- Encyclopedia of exoplanets (compila,on, LUTH/LESIA)
- Transit observaVons (Bern)
- Interface with DACE (Geneva)
Solar
- HELIO AR & 1T3 solar features catalogues (LESIA)
- Bass2000 (LESIA)
- Radio Solar db (Nançay, LESIA)
- CLIMSO (Pic du Midi, IRAP)
- IItate AMATERAS (Tohoku Univ, Jap)
Generic / interdisciplinary
- BDIP (LESIA)
- Planets then satellites characterisVcs (LESIA/IMCCE)
- PVOL (UPV/EHU & amateur network)
- Gas absorpXon cross-secXons (Granada)
- Nasa dust catalogue (IAPS)
- Stellar spectra, support for observaVons & exopl. (LESIA)
- Telescopic planetary spectra collec,on (LESIA)
- Interface with VAMDC (TBD)
- PSA complete archive (ESA)
- DARTS (JAXA - currently via PDAP)
- On-going discussions with PDS & IPDA, ﬁrst contact NAOC

SSHADE & spectroscopy
1) SSHADE
Very large spectral service, mostly solid phase
Delivery end of year ; Pre-opening in Oct (?)
Will include not only spectra, but also band list, op+cal constants, etc
User training to start in 2018

2) Spectral services
2 new services open, 3 other in project (2 in Berlin)
1 of those is a collec+on of disk-integrated planetary spectra
DM spectroscopy extension ﬁnalized

Space missions archives
IPDA is coordinaEng archive protocols between agencies
PDS4 is the current archive format

PSA will have an EPN-TAP interface in a few months
WIll be searchable in par+cular from VESPA portal

Discussions have started last year about a bridge with PDS4
Possible pb include reading ﬁles, but will allow for searches

Current low level access protocol, internal to space agencies:
PDAP - implemented on VESPA portal (to ESA/JAXA), very limited in scope
Used to mirror ESA/NASA archives (e.g., VEx)
VESPA proposes an alterna+ve protocol to get individual ﬁles from an EPN-TAP service
See here: hgps://voparis-conﬂuence.obspm.fr/display/VES/File+grabbing+interface

Example of possible mul,-site service
User
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VESPA: tools
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VO and other standards used by VESPA
VESPA/Europlanet standards
EPN-TAP: TAP adapted to Solar System data
GEOﬁts: ﬁts extension for planetary surfaces

Other standards
SAMP (to exchange data between tools)
VOtable & ﬁts (VO-compliant data formats)
s_region (spaEal footprints)
datalink (as data pointers)
HiPS and MOC (mulEscale maps, footprints — healpix-based)
+ GIS/WMS standards (to be related to the VO for surface maps)
All developments in rela,on with use cases & feedback from community
Planetary mapping workshop in Roscoﬀ (Fr) April 2017
Equivalent Atmosphere workshop in preparaEon (Nov 2017)
Equivalent solid phase spectroscopy workshop to come

Tools connected to / used by VESPA
- Standard/exis,ng tools associated to VESPA/Europlanet:
Aladin (CDS), CASSIS (IRAP)
Both include Planetary Science updates from VESPA
3Dview (CNES/IRAP/GFI)
MATISSE (ASI / IAPS): 3D visu for (some) PDS3 data, support shape models
- New tools developed in VESPA:
Planetary Cesium Viewer (GEOPS)
QGIS SAMP plug-in (VO-GIS bridge, Jacobs Univ)
APERICubes (PDS spectral cubes, PADC)
ImageJ SAMP plug-in & improved ﬁts support (PADC, in progress)

- Other useful tools in VESPA context:
TOPCAT, SPLAT-VO, Autoplot, Mizar
+ possibly VOspec, DS9, etc

VO to provide search functions and analysis on an
archived dataset
- VESPA i/f can use PDS global parameters => search fct on PSA from outside
- VO tools provide quick-look and basic analysis func+ons for images, spectra, tables
- A speciﬁc tool is being developed to analyse spectral cubes on-line (APERICubes)
Will also provide PDS3 => VO formats conversion
- URLs are passed from the search interface, no need to download data

User

Web form
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query interface
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Data ﬁles
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visu & analysis

Data base
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Favorite VESPA tools
Only some tools are presented here
Favorite ones:
TOPCAT (tables, muEpurpose)
Aladin, DS9 (images/cubes) + ImageJ, APERICubes…
CASSIS, SPLAT-VO, VOspec, SpecView (spectra)
3Dview, MATISSE (3D visu, shape models) + Cosmographia
Autoplot (Eme series/spectrograms)
Ephemeris related:
Miriad, Vision (in Miriad), SkyBot, name resolver (from IMCCE)
Some services include speciﬁc tools together with the data:
AMDA (Eme series/spectrograms for plasmas),
SSHADE (detailed spectro/band lists/photometry)
… (more and more accessible from outside)

Favorite VESPA tools

TOPCAT:
Allows data selection
- by formula or graphically
- reflected in other plots

Cassini / RPWS 10kHz-1 MHz radio data in TOPCAT

Favorite VESPA tools
Aladin:
- plots images/cubes
- handles sky/spheroid coordinates

- can build image mosaics
- can handle object catalogs
- Solar System bodies tracking on sky
images (SkyBoT)

HST / Saturn image from APIS in Aladin

AMIE/Smart-1 image frames & footprint in Aladin

Aladin / Mizar: accurate footprints visualiza,on
Mizar: overplots
footprints on 3D maps

Virtis/VEx cube outline on radar map of Venus

(bounding box)

Aladin: adapt sky footprints
to planetary bodies
Mars crater catalogue on MOLA/MGS map

(s_region)

Aladin: alterna,ve footprint formats
• PDS3-like limits
C1/C2 min/max coordinates
=> provide very rough esEmate of
in body-ﬁxed frame
footprint as a lon/lat bounding box
C2max

• s_region parameter (sampling the contour)
=> provides much more accurate footprints
with adaptable resoluEon
+ allows very powerful searches on
intersecEons, etc

s_region

C2min
C1min

C1max

• MOC (Mul, Order Coverages,
healpix-based)
=> Even quicker to compute and
use. Can be used for enEre
datasets or individual ﬁles

New VESPA func,ons - mul,scale images

Experimen,ng with:
1) Healpix in TOPCAT
2) HiPS in Aladin: mulEresoluEon maps
Applica+ons to HiRes mapping of planets
(very demanding) => Computed in advance, available on line
Currently preparing HiPS from a selec+on of USGS maps
+ usage with panoramic images, TBC

3) MOC in Aladin: sEll another footprint format, quick and handy
Applica+ons to search intercepts, ROI deﬁni+on, etc

New VESPA func,ons

MulEresoluEon maps in TOPCAT
Virtis/Rosetta coverage, scale = 6

Virtis/Rosetta coverage for a selected mission phase, scale = 7

Start from a table of sparse
observa,ons (lon/lat)
VIRTIS/Rosega on 67P

Integrate / average on
healpix cells
Modify resolu,on / scale
on the ﬂy

Virtis/Rosetta coverage, scale = 5

New VESPA func,ons

MulEresoluEon maps (HiPS) in Aladin (CDS)

New VESPA func,ons

MulEresoluEon in Aladin: panoramic images

HiPS computed from a Curiosity MASTCAM panorama from JPL web site

Other func,ons in Aladin
- add vector objects on images/maps:
ROIs, names, contours (s_regions
and MOCs)…

Mars, Gale crater

Io image and volcanoes locations from USGS site

- Graphical co-registration of
images from control points

New VESPA tools: VO-GIS connec,on

Mars polar fits image (MOLA altimetry) on Viking MDIM2.1 basemap

QGIS:
SAMP plug-in installed (Linux only)
GEOfits format / GDAL update
- receives data from VESPA and TAP clients
- georeferenced fits files can be projected
- Provides visualization to EPN-TAP
services which distribute WMS products

New VESPA tool

Planetary Cesium Viewer (GEOPS)
- Quick multiresolution 3D view
- Supports elliptic shapes
- Annotation/validation tool
- SAMP implementation

Robbins Mars craters database in PCV

Updated VESPA tools

MATISSE (ASI):
mapping on 3D shape models
SAMP connection added
Issue: how to handle PDS3 files with SAMP?

VIRTIS/Rosetta observations of 67P on OSIRIS 3D shape model

Updated VESPA tool
CASSIS v5 (IRAP)
- Now supports multi-order spectra
- Now recognizes various types of
reflectance spectra
- Converts data in flux & reflectance

IRTF (flux) / Solar flux * coeff vs
La Silla (reflectance) spectra of Jupiter

PDS spectral library SNC meteorites
vs M4ast telescopic spectra of Vesta

VIRTIS-H / Rosetta spectrum (8 separated orders)

New tools: On-line visualization of spectral cubes
http://voplus.obspm.fr/apericubes/js9/demo.php

- Currently a demonstrator,
speciﬁc to VIRTIS
- Based on JavaS version of DS9

+home-made PDS to FITS conversion

- Linked to search interface and
other visu tools

VIRTIS / Venus-Express imaging spectroscopy in APERICubes

Favorite VESPA tools

3Dview:
- added Spice kernels from
all space missions
- Added image projection
capacities

New tools in VESPA

Historical image of Mercury from BDIP (tiff format) in ImageJ

ImageJ (open source):
- Adding SAMP connection
- Will provide support for unusual data types
(TIFF… ), format conversion, and image
processing functions in the VO

VESPA: simula,on services
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On-line computa,on / simula,on services
This is about simula,on services (not heavy computa,ons)
Pb idenEﬁed with current MCD data service:
- We have to sample the parameter space, and we lose resoluEon
- Would be much beger to call the underlying code with free parameters
Same problem will arise with other codes (radiaEve transfer, etc)
Another protocol required (sEll very open)
REST web services with GET method
Use EPN-TAP parameters in input
Would simplify interfacing data & simulaEon services
=> next

step:
Retrieve parameters from observaEons and launch simulaEons with those

On-line computa,on / simula,on services
Idea emerging during the mee,ng
Make a fake EPN-TAP data service corresponding to each simulaEon
service.
Provide ranges of values handled, as well as target, output product_type,
etc. Will respond to an EPN-TAP query if it matches.
Use access_format to specify that it is a simulaEon service & to describe
the output product? TBC, but we need to idenEfy simulaEons from a table
parameter.
Provide a link to the service, possibly as a standard request where
parameters are preset to match the EPN-TAP request (when feasible)

Dissemina,on / training
• Special Issue of PSS to be published 7 papers from VESPA teams
• Special issue of JGR / EPS to come (call is open)
Call open - follow-up of Roscoﬀ meeEng
• Training sessions (EGU & EPSC)
• Implementa,on workshops (yearly call for services)
Next call to open soon (December) - Workshop will be in Prague, April 2018

Next steps
• More services! - including from Europlanet/VESPA yearly call
• Process answers from mul,ple services
• Reﬁne interface with VO tools + Add more visu / analysis func,ons
• Develop VO-GIS interface
• Develop interface with lab spectroscopy services
(minerals and ices spectra, band lists, etc) - SSHADE to come
• Formalize docs / standards => IPDA & IVOA
• Reﬁne/complete tutorials

VESPA services and interface

hrp://vespa.obspm.fr
hrp://www.europlanet-vespa.eu/
Next VESPA call to be open some +me in December

